Attend EclipseCon 2005!
February 28 – March 3rd in Burlingame, CA

This annual gathering of the Eclipse community is your opportunity to get in-depth technical information from the Eclipse experts, learn the latest tips and techniques for using the Eclipse tools, network with fellow Eclipse enthusiasts and experience the breadth and depth of the Eclipse community.

Designed for beginner through advanced participants, the three conference themes include sessions and tutorials that focus on using the Eclipse tools, understanding the Eclipse projects and experiences using Eclipse.

This year’s conference also includes an expanded tutorial program, designed to focus on the key technologies in eclipse such as the Rich Client Platform, SWT and the Plug-in Development Environment. The Keynotes and technical sessions will tour the breadth and depth of the technology and the community, as well as including all the important updates from the Platform and Project teams. We’ve added a one-day Business Forum, designed for the business decision maker assessing the adoption of Eclipse within organizations. And, throughout the conference you’ll be able to meet and interact with fellow members of the eclipse community - at BoFs, receptions, demos and other special events!

These are just a few of the presentations you won’t want to miss!

- **Keynotes**: Urs Hoelzle, Tim O’Reilly and Lee Nackman
- **Invited Plenaries**: John Wiegand, Erich Gamma, Mike Milinkovich
- **Bill Dudney**, *Debugging Java Apps with the Java Development Tools (JDT)*
- **Jeff McAffer**, Jean-Michel Lemieux, *Eclipse RCP Everywhere*
- **Mike Norman**, *Testing Tools inside Eclipse*
- **Steve Northover**, *What’s New in SWT*
- **Dirk Baeumer**, Philippe Mulet, *JDT meets the Tiger*
- **Ed Burnette**, *Packaging, Deploying and Running Rich Client Apps*
- **Sebastien Marineau-Mes**, *Introduction to CDT*
- **Darin Swanson**, *Ant and Eclipse*
- **Jeff Norris**, *A Martian Eclipse*
- **Jim Des Rivieres**, *API First*
- **Paul Rogers**, *BIRT Report Design Model*
- **Andy Clement**, Mik Kersten, Matt Chapman, *Getting started with aspect-oriented programming in Eclipse*

Bookmark [http://www.eclipsecon.org](http://www.eclipsecon.org) to keep up to date on the exciting event announcements!

And, if you register before January 31st, 2005 you’ll receive the early bird rates!
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